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Pluto and Haumea Square Off Again! 
by Sue Kientz 

 

Imagine you learned that Pluto has a doppelganger that’s powerful just like him, but instead of being 

controlling and manipulative, this Other-Pluto’s negative side is quite destructive and more interested in 

uncompromising change, no matter the cost. Sorry to tell you this, but Other-Pluto exists – it’s called 

dwarf planet Haumea, two-thirds Pluto’s size, the fourth largest body past Neptune, and it’s a world 

complete with two moons and a ring.  

 

Even worse news, Pluto and Haumea’s unique, 2,000-year cycle now has them making exact squares 

that began last year, in May and June 2023. That’s right, two exact squares in a month’s time. I wrote 

about this last July in the eNews article, “A 13.8-Billion-Year Perspective.”(1)  

 

These two exact squares weren’t any “one-off” event. Pluto and Haumea will be making two exact 

squares each year through 2028, and in-orb squares will continue after that for years. Last year, 

Controller-in-Chief Pluto was squared by Mr. Whomping Change Haumea at the most uncanny time – 

first in May right when a draft ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court leaked that could repeal Roe vs. Wade. 

That would be a big change (Haumea) for women who are used to being in control (Pluto) of their 

bodies, their choice of being pregnant or not, or their need to have help expelling a miscarriage or 

healing something else gone wrong with a pregnancy, wanted or not. So as you might guess next, or 

maybe you read the previous article last year, in June 2022 the second exact square brought the actual 

ruling, which indeed repealed Roe vs. Wade. What a coincidence! Or does astrology work with these 

new-fangled dwarf planets? 

 

Before you say, “What is happening in 2023 with these two?” I’ll tell you. Just last Friday, April 7, one 

day before this year’s first Pluto exact square Haumea, wouldn’t you know that a judge in Texas ruled 

that medication abortion’s 23-year-old FDA approval was “premature” and should be rescinded,(2) 

which if this stands would prevent medication abortion (used in ~60% of abortion cases) from being 

available throughout the United States. The judge is a known anti-abortion activist who perhaps thought, 

as speculated on CNN, that he would make a statement by releasing the news on Christianity's most 

sacred holiday time, Good Friday of Easter weekend. But unknown to him is the truly celestial 
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commentary of Pluto-Haumea: this guy wants to control (Pluto) the procreation of women (Haumea) 

whom he doesn’t know and has no idea of their situation, health, or life. 

 

 
 

Pluto square Haumea is representative of many things, but it definitely is the fight against access to 

abortion in the USA. The ruling was announced on CNN at 6:38 p.m. ET on April 7, 2023. The judge 

delayed implementation for a week in expectation of an appeal by the U.S. Department of Justice, which 

was filed late the same day.  

 

So two big abortion-legislative milestones last year coincided with Pluto-Haumea exact squares, and 

now this ruling comes, as the third exact instance perfects … would you believe another ruling might 

pop up within hours of the Texas case? Indeed it did, but this one ruled in favor of giving women in 17 

blue states plus DC, more access to medication abortion, and asked the FDA to loosen control (Pluto) it 

was exerting so that women found to be pregnant can change (Haumea) their circumstance, if wanted or 

needed.(3) 

 

The next exact Haumea square Pluto occurs July 27, 2023. Be on the lookout then for what new abortion 

ruling or perhaps overturning of ruling(s) may be revealed.   
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Notes 
1. http://moreplutos.com/articles/PlutoHaumea-UniverseCudgel-for-NCGR-eNews-No392-WebVersion.pdf 

2. https://www.cnbc.com/2023/04/07/federal-judge-stays-fda-abortion-pill-approval-gives-time-to-appeal.html 

3. https://www.cnn.com/2023/04/08/politics/medication-abortion-texas-washington-fda 
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